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IEEE History in Azerbaijan

AICT2010 | The 4th International Conference in Tashkent, Uzbekistan, 12-14 October 2010

www.aict.info/2010
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IEEE History in Azerbaijan

IEEE History in Azerbaijan

AICT2013 | The 7th International Conference in Baku, 09-11 October 2013, www.aict.info/2013
IEEE History in Azerbaijan

- 1-st International Information Security Workshop

Conferences Endorsed and Supported by IEEE Azerbaijan Chapter


Conferences that will be Supported by IEEE Azerbaijan Chapter


- International Conference on Artificial Intelligence and Systems, Divnomorskoye-Russia (Black Sea Coast), http://icai.tsure.ru
Seminars and Workshops organized by IEEE Azerbaijan Chapter

- Seminar on "to the IEEE/IET Electronic Library (IEL)", National Center For Scientific and Technological Information of Kazakhstan, Almaty-Kazakhstan, 23 August 2012
- Keynote speech on "IEEE Contribution for Academic Excellence and Research", Eurasian Higher Education Leaders’ Forum at the Nazarbayev University, Astana-Kazakhstan, 20-21 August 2012
- IEEE Seminar on "IEEE as a Global Student Engagement Professional Platform" at the Nazarbayev University, Astana-Kazakhstan, 14 June 2012
- The 3rd Local IEEE Seminar "IEEE as a Global Student Engagement Professional Platform" at the Qafqaz University, Baku-Azerbaijan, 17 December, 2011
- The 2nd IEEE Seminar "IEEE Membership Benefits and Opportunities" at the Information Technology Institute (ANAS), Baku-Azerbaijan, 09 February 2011
- The First IEEE Seminar in Azerbaijan "IEEE Membership Benefits and Opportunities" at the Qafqaz University, Baku-Azerbaijan, 26 January 2011
Qafqaz University’s IEEE Activities

- IEEE Azerbaijan Joint Chapter has been approved in 12 September 2011 - www.ieee.org/go/azerbaijan
- Activities - http://ieee.qu.edu.az
Recent Activities

- The IEEE EMEA-LAMER Meeting, Istanbul, Turkey, 17-21 March, 2013
- The 4th IEEE Seminar, Baku, Azerbaijan, 21 February, 2013

Recent Activities

- **Effective Use of IEEE Xplore Digital Library for Innovative Research.**
  Seminar on IEEE Xplore Effective Use, Institute of Information Technology of ANAS, Baku, Azerbaijan, 14 May, 2013

- **Effective Use of IEEE Xplore Digital Library for Innovative Research.**
  Seminar on IEEE Xplore Effective Use, Qafqaz University, Baku, Azerbaijan, 27 May, 2013
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